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Apparent wind speed AWS [kn] vs. True wind angle TWA

Instructions
S.1: BOATSPEED vs TWA

Predicted boat speed on vertical axis, true wind angle on horizontal axis. True wind speed as
parameter of the curves, shown in different colours from yellow to black according to legend.

Below the graph, some key parameters related to boat performance.

S.2: POLARPLOT TWS 3 m/s to 12 m/s

The traditional polar curve. Boat speed shown as a function of wind speed (different coloured
curves) and sailing direction.

Below the graph on the left, the predicted boat speed in tabular form, and on the right, the
apparent wind speed in knots (kn), for different values of true wind speed and true wind angle. The
apparent wind values are useful when assessing sail carrying capacity and durability, as they
determine the pressure on the sails.

S.3: TARGET SPEED

The vertical axis is the target boat speed, the horizontal axis is the actual wind speed. The red line
represents upwind sailing and the blue line downwind. 

Below the graph, in tabular form, the best angle and speed in different winds, left for upwind and
right for downwind. TWA is the true wind angle, AWA is the apparent wind angle, VMG is the boat
speed directly upwind or downwind.

The right side of the graph shows typical, average values for the boat. 

S.4: APP. WIND SPEED vs. APP. WIND ANGLE 

The graph shows the relationship between relative wind speed and angle for different real wind
speeds. This information is useful for the racing sailor (and sailmaker), for example when making sail
choices.

The tables below show the same target speed outputs as on the previous page.

S.5: APP. WIND SPEED vs. TRUE WIND ANGLE

Thick curve in red: On top of the AWS/TWA graph, the limiting angles of the spinnaker or gennaker (on
the horizontal axis) and the corresponding relative wind speed (on the vertical axis) are shown, with the
true wind speed as a parameter. The graph shows the angle at which the spinnaker or genoa can be
sailed in different winds, or when it should be raised. The limiting angle depends on many factors, such
as the height/width ratio of the spinnaker, the average width of the spinnaker (SHWratio), the allowed
angle of heel (Heel Limit), or the maximum allowed relative wind force (AWS Limit).

Below the graph on the left, the limits for the use of the spin anchor in different winds: True Wind Angle
(TWA), apparent wind speed (AWS), and Heel Angle (HW). On the right, tabular downwind targets.

S.6: STATISTICS

The last page shows how your boat ranks against the other 7,500 boats in our database. On the
horizontal axis is the numerical value of the parameter, your boat's value is found at the top in the
blue box. On the vertical axis (Count) is the number of boats found with that value - a low Count
means your boat is less common in that feature, a high Count means it is more common.

Sail to wetted area ratio upwind: Sail to wetted area ratio upwind: Sail area to wetted area ratio
upwind. A large sail area means better speed, especially in lighter winds less than 4-5 m/s.

Sail to wetted area ratio downwind: the ratio of sail area to wet surface area downwind. A large
sail area means better speed, especially in lighter winds of less than 4-5 m/s.

Displacement to Length ratio: the ratio of displacement (boat weight) to waterline length. This
reflects the "sportiness" of the boat and its tendency to surf (DLR < 150) or even plane (DLR < 100).
Racing boats are often in the 150-200 range, with the majority of boats in the 200-250 range. DLR >
250 is often referred to as heavy displacement.

Motion Comfort ratio: The vast majority of boats fall between 20 and 40. Numbers below 20
indicate a lightweight racing boat; 20 to 30 indicates a coastal cruiser; 30 to 40 indicates a moderate
bluewater cruising boat; 50 to 60 indicates a heavy bluewater boat; and over 60 indicates an 
extremely heavy bluewater boat
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Apparent wind speed AWS [kn] vs. True wind angle TWA

Instructions
S.1: BOATSPEED vs TWA

Predicted boat speed on vertical axis, true wind angle on horizontal axis. True wind speed as
parameter of the curves, shown in different colours from yellow to black according to legend.

Below the graph, some key parameters related to boat performance.

S.2: POLARPLOT TWS 3 m/s to 12 m/s

The traditional polar curve. Boat speed shown as a function of wind speed (different coloured
curves) and sailing direction.

Below the graph on the left, the predicted boat speed in tabular form, and on the right, the
apparent wind speed in knots (kn), for different values of true wind speed and true wind angle. The
apparent wind values are useful when assessing sail carrying capacity and durability, as they
determine the pressure on the sails. 

S.3: TARGET SPEED

The vertical axis is the target boat speed, the horizontal axis is the actual wind speed. The red line
represents upwind sailing and the blue line downwind. 

Below the graph, in tabular form, the best angle and speed in different winds, left for upwind and
right for downwind. TWA is the true wind angle, AWA is the apparent wind angle, VMG is the boat
speed directly upwind or downwind.

The right side of the graph shows typical, average values for the boat. 

S.4: APP. WIND SPEED vs. APP. WIND ANGLE

The graph shows the relationship between relative wind speed and angle for different real wind
speeds. This information is useful for the racing sailor (and sailmaker), for example when making sail
choices.

The tables below show the same target speed outputs as on the previous page.

S.5: APP. WIND SPEED vs. TRUE WIND ANGLE

Thick curve in red: On top of the AWS/TWA graph, the limiting angles of the spinnaker or gennaker (on
the horizontal axis) and the corresponding relative wind speed (on the vertical axis) are shown, with the
true wind speed as a parameter. The graph shows the angle at which the spinnaker or genoa can be
sailed in different winds, or when it should be raised. The limiting angle depends on many factors, such
as the height/width ratio of the spinnaker, the average width of the spinnaker (SHWratio), the allowed
angle of heel (Heel Limit), or the maximum allowed relative wind force (AWS Limit).

Below the graph on the left, the limits for the use of the spin anchor in different winds: True Wind Angle
(TWA), apparent wind speed (AWS), and Heel Angle (HW). On the right, tabular downwind targets.

S.6: STATISTICS

The last page shows how your boat ranks against the other 7,500 boats in our database. On the 
horizontal axis is the numerical value of the parameter, your boat's value is found at the top in the
blue box. On the vertical axis (Count) is the number of boats found with that value - a low Count
means your boat is less common in that feature, a high Count means it is more common.

Sail to wetted area ratio upwind: Sail to wetted area ratio upwind: Sail area to wetted area ratio
upwind. A large sail area means better speed, especially in lighter winds less than 4-5 m/s.

Sail to wetted area ratio downwind: the ratio of sail area to wet surface area downwind. A large
sail area means better speed, especially in lighter winds of less than 4-5 m/s.

Displacement to Length ratio: the ratio of displacement (boat weight) to waterline length. This
reflects the "sportiness" of the boat and its tendency to surf (DLR < 150) or even plane (DLR < 100).
Racing boats are often in the 150-200 range, with the majority of boats in the 200-250 range. DLR >
250 is often referred to as heavy displacement.

Motion Comfort ratio: The vast majority of boats fall between 20 and 40. Numbers below 20
indicate a lightweight racing boat; 20 to 30 indicates a coastal cruiser; 30 to 40 indicates a moderate
bluewater cruising boat; 50 to 60 indicates a heavy bluewater boat; and over 60 indicates an 
extremely heavy bluewater boat
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Apparent wind speed AWS [kn] vs. True wind angle TWA

Instructions
S.1: BOATSPEED vs TWA

Predicted boat speed on vertical axis, true wind angle on horizontal axis. True wind speed as
parameter of the curves, shown in different colours from yellow to black according to legend.

Below the graph, some key parameters related to boat performance.

S.2: POLARPLOT TWS 3 m/s to 12 m/s

The traditional polar curve. Boat speed shown as a function of wind speed (different coloured
curves) and sailing direction.

Below the graph on the left, the predicted boat speed in tabular form, and on the right, the
apparent wind speed in knots (kn), for different values of true wind speed and true wind angle. The
apparent wind values are useful when assessing sail carrying capacity and durability, as they
determine the pressure on the sails.

S.3: TARGET SPEED

The vertical axis is the target boat speed, the horizontal axis is the actual wind speed. The red line
represents upwind sailing and the blue line downwind. 

Below the graph, in tabular form, the best angle and speed in different winds, left for upwind and
right for downwind. TWA is the true wind angle, AWA is the apparent wind angle, VMG is the boat
speed directly upwind or downwind.

The right side of the graph shows typical, average values for the boat. 

S.4: APP. WIND SPEED vs. APP. WIND ANGLE 

The graph shows the relationship between relative wind speed and angle for different real wind
speeds. This information is useful for the racing sailor (and sailmaker), for example when making sail
choices.

The tables below show the same target speed outputs as on the previous page.

S.5: APP. WIND SPEED vs. TRUE WIND ANGLE

Thick curve in red: On top of the AWS/TWA graph, the limiting angles of the spinnaker or gennaker (on
the horizontal axis) and the corresponding relative wind speed (on the vertical axis) are shown, with the
true wind speed as a parameter. The graph shows the angle at which the spinnaker or genoa can be 
sailed in different winds, or when it should be raised. The limiting angle depends on many factors, such
as the height/width ratio of the spinnaker, the average width of the spinnaker (SHWratio), the allowed
angle of heel (Heel Limit), or the maximum allowed relative wind force (AWS Limit).

Below the graph on the left, the limits for the use of the spin anchor in different winds: True Wind Angle
(TWA), apparent wind speed (AWS), and Heel Angle (HW). On the right, tabular downwind targets.

S.6: STATISTICS

The last page shows how your boat ranks against the other 7,500 boats in our database. On the 
horizontal axis is the numerical value of the parameter, your boat's value is found at the top in the
blue box. On the vertical axis (Count) is the number of boats found with that value - a low Count
means your boat is less common in that feature, a high Count means it is more common.

Sail to wetted area ratio upwind: Sail to wetted area ratio upwind: Sail area to wetted area ratio
upwind. A large sail area means better speed, especially in lighter winds less than 4-5 m/s.

Sail to wetted area ratio downwind: the ratio of sail area to wet surface area downwind. A large
sail area means better speed, especially in lighter winds of less than 4-5 m/s.

Displacement to Length ratio: the ratio of displacement (boat weight) to waterline length. This
reflects the "sportiness" of the boat and its tendency to surf (DLR < 150) or even plane (DLR < 100).
Racing boats are often in the 150-200 range, with the majority of boats in the 200-250 range. DLR >
250 is often referred to as heavy displacement.

Motion Comfort ratio: The vast majority of boats fall between 20 and 40. Numbers below 20
indicate a lightweight racing boat; 20 to 30 indicates a coastal cruiser; 30 to 40 indicates a moderate
bluewater cruising boat; 50 to 60 indicates a heavy bluewater boat; and over 60 indicates an 
extremely heavy bluewater boat
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Apparent wind speed AWS [kn] vs. True wind angle TWA

Instructions
S.1: BOATSPEED vs TWA

Predicted boat speed on vertical axis, true wind angle on horizontal axis. True wind speed as
parameter of the curves, shown in different colours from yellow to black according to legend.

Below the graph, some key parameters related to boat performance.

S.2: POLARPLOT TWS 3 m/s to 12 m/s

The traditional polar curve. Boat speed shown as a function of wind speed (different coloured
curves) and sailing direction.

Below the graph on the left, the predicted boat speed in tabular form, and on the right, the
apparent wind speed in knots (kn), for different values of true wind speed and true wind angle. The
apparent wind values are useful when assessing sail carrying capacity and durability, as they
determine the pressure on the sails.

S.3: TARGET SPEED

The vertical axis is the target boat speed, the horizontal axis is the actual wind speed. The red line
represents upwind sailing and the blue line downwind.

Below the graph, in tabular form, the best angle and speed in different winds, left for upwind and
right for downwind. TWA is the true wind angle, AWA is the apparent wind angle, VMG is the boat
speed directly upwind or downwind.

The right side of the graph shows typical, average values for the boat. 

S.4: APP. WIND SPEED vs. APP. WIND ANGLE 

The graph shows the relationship between relative wind speed and angle for different real wind
speeds. This information is useful for the racing sailor (and sailmaker), for example when making sail 
choices.

The tables below show the same target speed outputs as on the previous page.

S.5: APP. WIND SPEED vs. TRUE WIND ANGLE 

Thick curve in red: On top of the AWS/TWA graph, the limiting angles of the spinnaker or gennaker (on
the horizontal axis) and the corresponding relative wind speed (on the vertical axis) are shown, with the
true wind speed as a parameter. The graph shows the angle at which the spinnaker or genoa can be
sailed in different winds, or when it should be raised. The limiting angle depends on many factors, such
as the height/width ratio of the spinnaker, the average width of the spinnaker (SHWratio), the allowed
angle of heel (Heel Limit), or the maximum allowed relative wind force (AWS Limit).

Below the graph on the left, the limits for the use of the spin anchor in different winds: True Wind Angle
(TWA), apparent wind speed (AWS), and Heel Angle (HW). On the right, tabular downwind targets.

S.6: STATISTICS

The last page shows how your boat ranks against the other 7,500 boats in our database. On the
horizontal axis is the numerical value of the parameter, your boat's value is found at the top in the
blue box. On the vertical axis (Count) is the number of boats found with that value - a low Count
means your boat is less common in that feature, a high Count means it is more common.

Sail to wetted area ratio upwind: Sail to wetted area ratio upwind: Sail area to wetted area ratio
upwind. A large sail area means better speed, especially in lighter winds less than 4-5 m/s.

Sail to wetted area ratio downwind: the ratio of sail area to wet surface area downwind. A large
sail area means better speed, especially in lighter winds of less than 4-5 m/s.

Displacement to Length ratio: the ratio of displacement (boat weight) to waterline length. This
reflects the "sportiness" of the boat and its tendency to surf (DLR < 150) or even plane (DLR < 100).
Racing boats are often in the 150-200 range, with the majority of boats in the 200-250 range. DLR >
250 is often referred to as heavy displacement.

Motion Comfort ratio: The vast majority of boats fall between 20 and 40. Numbers below 20
indicate a lightweight racing boat; 20 to 30 indicates a coastal cruiser; 30 to 40 indicates a moderate
bluewater cruising boat; 50 to 60 indicates a heavy bluewater boat; and over 60 indicates an
extremely heavy bluewater boat
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TWA/AWS 3,0 m/s 4,0 m/s 6,0 m/s 8,0 m/s 10,0 m/s 12,0 m/s
 Boatspeed [kn] vs. True wind angle TWA, TWS as parameter

J 4,13

I 14,50

E 4,73

P 14,55

Apparent wind speed AWS [kn] vs. True wind angle TWA

41,6 m2

30,9 m2

98,2 m2

Instructions
S.1: BOATSPEED vs TWA

Predicted boat speed on vertical axis, true wind angle on horizontal axis. True wind speed as
parameter of the curves, shown in different colours from yellow to black according to legend.

Below the graph, some key parameters related to boat performance.

S.2: POLARPLOT TWS 3 m/s to 12 m/s

The traditional polar curve. Boat speed shown as a function of wind speed (different coloured
curves) and sailing direction.

Below the graph on the left, the predicted boat speed in tabular form, and on the right, the
apparent wind speed in knots (kn), for different values of true wind speed and true wind angle. The
apparent wind values are useful when assessing sail carrying capacity and durability, as they
determine the pressure on the sails.

S.3: TARGET SPEED

The vertical axis is the target boat speed, the horizontal axis is the actual wind speed. The red line
represents upwind sailing and the blue line downwind.

Below the graph, in tabular form, the best angle and speed in different winds, left for upwind and
right for downwind. TWA is the true wind angle, AWA is the apparent wind angle, VMG is the boat
speed directly upwind or downwind.

The right side of the graph shows typical, average values for the boat.

S.4: APP. WIND SPEED vs. APP. WIND ANGLE

The graph shows the relationship between relative wind speed and angle for different real wind
speeds. This information is useful for the racing sailor (and sailmaker), for example when making sail
choices.

The tables below show the same target speed outputs as on the previous page.

S.5: APP. WIND SPEED vs. TRUE WIND ANGLE 

Thick curve in red: On top of the AWS/TWA graph, the limiting angles of the spinnaker or gennaker (on
the horizontal axis) and the corresponding relative wind speed (on the vertical axis) are shown, with the
true wind speed as a parameter. The graph shows the angle at which the spinnaker or genoa can be
sailed in different winds, or when it should be raised. The limiting angle depends on many factors, such
as the height/width ratio of the spinnaker, the average width of the spinnaker (SHWratio), the allowed
angle of heel (Heel Limit), or the maximum allowed relative wind force (AWS Limit).

Below the graph on the left, the limits for the use of the spin anchor in different winds: True Wind Angle
(TWA), apparent wind speed (AWS), and Heel Angle (HW). On the right, tabular downwind targets.

S.6: STATISTICS

The last page shows how your boat ranks against the other 7,500 boats in our database. On the
horizontal axis is the numerical value of the parameter, your boat's value is found at the top in the
blue box. On the vertical axis (Count) is the number of boats found with that value - a low Count
means your boat is less common in that feature, a high Count means it is more common.

Sail to wetted area ratio upwind: Sail to wetted area ratio upwind: Sail area to wetted area ratio
upwind. A large sail area means better speed, especially in lighter winds less than 4-5 m/s.

Sail to wetted area ratio downwind: the ratio of sail area to wet surface area downwind. A large
sail area means better speed, especially in lighter winds of less than 4-5 m/s.

Displacement to Length ratio: the ratio of displacement (boat weight) to waterline length. This
reflects the "sportiness" of the boat and its tendency to surf (DLR < 150) or even plane (DLR < 100).
Racing boats are often in the 150-200 range, with the majority of boats in the 200-250 range. DLR >
250 is often referred to as heavy displacement.

Motion Comfort ratio: The vast majority of boats fall between 20 and 40. Numbers below 20
indicate a lightweight racing boat; 20 to 30 indicates a coastal cruiser; 30 to 40 indicates a moderate
bluewater cruising boat; 50 to 60 indicates a heavy bluewater boat; and over 60 indicates an 
extremely heavy bluewater boat
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Predicted Performance
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 Boatspeed [kn] vs. True wind angle TWA, TWS as parameter
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Apparent wind speed AWS [kn] vs. True wind angle TWA

Instructions
S.1: BOATSPEED vs TWA

Predicted boat speed on vertical axis, true wind angle on horizontal axis. True wind speed as
parameter of the curves, shown in different colours from yellow to black according to legend.

Below the graph, some key parameters related to boat performance.

S.2: POLARPLOT TWS 3 m/s to 12 m/s

The traditional polar curve. Boat speed shown as a function of wind speed (different coloured 
curves) and sailing direction.

Below the graph on the left, the predicted boat speed in tabular form, and on the right, the
apparent wind speed in knots (kn), for different values of true wind speed and true wind angle. The
apparent wind values are useful when assessing sail carrying capacity and durability, as they
determine the pressure on the sails.

S.3: TARGET SPEED

The vertical axis is the target boat speed, the horizontal axis is the actual wind speed. The red line
represents upwind sailing and the blue line downwind.

Below the graph, in tabular form, the best angle and speed in different winds, left for upwind and
right for downwind. TWA is the true wind angle, AWA is the apparent wind angle, VMG is the boat
speed directly upwind or downwind.

The right side of the graph shows typical, average values for the boat.

S.4: APP. WIND SPEED vs. APP. WIND ANGLE

The graph shows the relationship between relative wind speed and angle for different real wind
speeds. This information is useful for the racing sailor (and sailmaker), for example when making sail
choices.

The tables below show the same target speed outputs as on the previous page.

S.5: APP. WIND SPEED vs. TRUE WIND ANGLE 

Thick curve in red: On top of the AWS/TWA graph, the limiting angles of the spinnaker or gennaker (on
the horizontal axis) and the corresponding relative wind speed (on the vertical axis) are shown, with the
true wind speed as a parameter. The graph shows the angle at which the spinnaker or genoa can be
sailed in different winds, or when it should be raised. The limiting angle depends on many factors, such
as the height/width ratio of the spinnaker, the average width of the spinnaker (SHWratio), the allowed
angle of heel (Heel Limit), or the maximum allowed relative wind force (AWS Limit).

Below the graph on the left, the limits for the use of the spin anchor in different winds: True Wind Angle
(TWA), apparent wind speed (AWS), and Heel Angle (HW). On the right, tabular downwind targets.

S.6: STATISTICS

The last page shows how your boat ranks against the other 7,500 boats in our database. On the
horizontal axis is the numerical value of the parameter, your boat's value is found at the top in the
blue box. On the vertical axis (Count) is the number of boats found with that value - a low Count
means your boat is less common in that feature, a high Count means it is more common.

Sail to wetted area ratio upwind:  Sail to wetted area ratio upwind: Sail area to wetted area ratio
upwind. A large sail area means better speed, especially in lighter winds less than 4-5 m/s.

Sail to wetted area ratio downwind: the ratio of sail area to wet surface area downwind. A large
sail area means better speed, especially in lighter winds of less than 4-5 m/s.

Displacement to Length ratio: the ratio of displacement (boat weight) to waterline length. This
reflects the "sportiness" of the boat and its tendency to surf (DLR < 150) or even plane (DLR < 100).
Racing boats are often in the 150-200 range, with the majority of boats in the 200-250 range. DLR >
250 is often referred to as heavy displacement.

Motion Comfort ratio: The vast majority of boats fall between 20 and 40. Numbers below 20
indicate a lightweight racing boat; 20 to 30 indicates a coastal cruiser; 30 to 40 indicates a moderate
bluewater cruising boat; 50 to 60 indicates a heavy bluewater boat; and over 60 indicates an 
extremely heavy bluewater boat 
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 Boatspeed [kn] vs. True wind angle TWA, TWS as parameter
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Apparent wind speed AWS [kn] vs. True wind angle TWA

Instructions
S.1: BOATSPEED vs TWA

Predicted boat speed on vertical axis, true wind angle on horizontal axis. True wind speed as
parameter of the curves, shown in different colours from yellow to black according to legend.

Below the graph, some key parameters related to boat performance.

S.2: POLARPLOT TWS 3 m/s to 12 m/s

The traditional polar curve. Boat speed shown as a function of wind speed (different coloured
curves) and sailing direction.

Below the graph on the left, the predicted boat speed in tabular form, and on the right, the
apparent wind speed in knots (kn), for different values of true wind speed and true wind angle. The
apparent wind values are useful when assessing sail carrying capacity and durability, as they
determine the pressure on the sails.

S.3: TARGET SPEED

The vertical axis is the target boat speed, the horizontal axis is the actual wind speed. The red line
represents upwind sailing and the blue line downwind. 

Below the graph, in tabular form, the best angle and speed in different winds, left for upwind and
right for downwind. TWA is the true wind angle, AWA is the apparent wind angle, VMG is the boat
speed directly upwind or downwind.

The right side of the graph shows typical, average values for the boat. 

S.4: APP. WIND SPEED vs. APP. WIND ANGLE 

The graph shows the relationship between relative wind speed and angle for different real wind
speeds. This information is useful for the racing sailor (and sailmaker), for example when making sail
choices.

The tables below show the same target speed outputs as on the previous page.

S.5: APP. WIND SPEED vs. TRUE WIND ANGLE

Thick curve in red: On top of the AWS/TWA graph, the limiting angles of the spinnaker or gennaker (on
the horizontal axis) and the corresponding relative wind speed (on the vertical axis) are shown, with the
true wind speed as a parameter. The graph shows the angle at which the spinnaker or genoa can be
sailed in different winds, or when it should be raised. The limiting angle depends on many factors, such
as the height/width ratio of the spinnaker, the average width of the spinnaker (SHWratio), the allowed
angle of heel (Heel Limit), or the maximum allowed relative wind force (AWS Limit).

Below the graph on the left, the limits for the use of the spin anchor in different winds: True Wind Angle
(TWA), apparent wind speed (AWS), and Heel Angle (HW). On the right, tabular downwind targets.

S.6: STATISTICS

The last page shows how your boat ranks against the other 7,500 boats in our database. On the
horizontal axis is the numerical value of the parameter, your boat's value is found at the top in the
blue box. On the vertical axis (Count) is the number of boats found with that value - a low Count 
means your boat is less common in that feature, a high Count means it is more common.

Sail to wetted area ratio upwind: Sail to wetted area ratio upwind: Sail area to wetted area ratio
upwind. A large sail area means better speed, especially in lighter winds less than 4-5 m/s.

Sail to wetted area ratio downwind: the ratio of sail area to wet surface area downwind. A large
sail area means better speed, especially in lighter winds of less than 4-5 m/s.

Displacement to Length ratio: the ratio of displacement (boat weight) to waterline length. This
reflects the "sportiness" of the boat and its tendency to surf (DLR < 150) or even plane (DLR < 100).
Racing boats are often in the 150-200 range, with the majority of boats in the 200-250 range. DLR >
250 is often referred to as heavy displacement.

Motion Comfort ratio: The vast majority of boats fall between 20 and 40. Numbers below 20
indicate a lightweight racing boat; 20 to 30 indicates a coastal cruiser; 30 to 40 indicates a moderate
bluewater cruising boat; 50 to 60 indicates a heavy bluewater boat; and over 60 indicates an 
extremely heavy bluewater boat
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Apparent wind speed AWS [kn] vs. True wind angle TWA

Instructions
S.1: BOATSPEED vs TWA

Predicted boat speed on vertical axis, true wind angle on horizontal axis. True wind speed as
parameter of the curves, shown in different colours from yellow to black according to legend.

Below the graph, some key parameters related to boat performance.

S.2: POLARPLOT TWS 3 m/s to 12 m/s

The traditional polar curve. Boat speed shown as a function of wind speed (different coloured
curves) and sailing direction.

Below the graph on the left, the predicted boat speed in tabular form, and on the right, the
apparent wind speed in knots (kn), for different values of true wind speed and true wind angle. The
apparent wind values are useful when assessing sail carrying capacity and durability, as they
determine the pressure on the sails.

S.3: TARGET SPEED

The vertical axis is the target boat speed, the horizontal axis is the actual wind speed. The red line
represents upwind sailing and the blue line downwind. 

Below the graph, in tabular form, the best angle and speed in different winds, left for upwind and
right for downwind. TWA is the true wind angle, AWA is the apparent wind angle, VMG is the boat
speed directly upwind or downwind.

The right side of the graph shows typical, average values for the boat. 

S.4: APP. WIND SPEED vs. APP. WIND ANGLE

The graph shows the relationship between relative wind speed and angle for different real wind
speeds. This information is useful for the racing sailor (and sailmaker), for example when making sail
choices.

The tables below show the same target speed outputs as on the previous page.

S.5: APP. WIND SPEED vs. TRUE WIND ANGLE

Thick curve in red: On top of the AWS/TWA graph, the limiting angles of the spinnaker or gennaker (on
the horizontal axis) and the corresponding relative wind speed (on the vertical axis) are shown, with the
true wind speed as a parameter. The graph shows the angle at which the spinnaker or genoa can be
sailed in different winds, or when it should be raised. The limiting angle depends on many factors, such
as the height/width ratio of the spinnaker, the average width of the spinnaker (SHWratio), the allowed
angle of heel (Heel Limit), or the maximum allowed relative wind force (AWS Limit).

Below the graph on the left, the limits for the use of the spin anchor in different winds: True Wind Angle
(TWA), apparent wind speed (AWS), and Heel Angle (HW). On the right, tabular downwind targets.

S.6: STATISTICS

The last page shows how your boat ranks against the other 7,500 boats in our database. On the
horizontal axis is the numerical value of the parameter, your boat's value is found at the top in the
blue box. On the vertical axis (Count) is the number of boats found with that value - a low Count
means your boat is less common in that feature, a high Count means it is more common.

Sail to wetted area ratio upwind: Sail to wetted area ratio upwind: Sail area to wetted area ratio
upwind. A large sail area means better speed, especially in lighter winds less than 4-5 m/s. 

Sail to wetted area ratio downwind: the ratio of sail area to wet surface area downwind. A large
sail area means better speed, especially in lighter winds of less than 4-5 m/s.

Displacement to Length ratio: the ratio of displacement (boat weight) to waterline length. This
reflects the "sportiness" of the boat and its tendency to surf (DLR < 150) or even plane (DLR < 100).
Racing boats are often in the 150-200 range, with the majority of boats in the 200-250 range. DLR >
250 is often referred to as heavy displacement.

Motion Comfort ratio: The vast majority of boats fall between 20 and 40. Numbers below 20
indicate a lightweight racing boat; 20 to 30 indicates a coastal cruiser; 30 to 40 indicates a moderate
bluewater cruising boat; 50 to 60 indicates a heavy bluewater boat; and over 60 indicates an 
extremely heavy bluewater boat
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Apparent wind speed AWS [kn] vs. True wind angle TWA

Instructions
S.1: BOATSPEED vs TWA

Predicted boat speed on vertical axis, true wind angle on horizontal axis. True wind speed as
parameter of the curves, shown in different colours from yellow to black according to legend.

Below the graph, some key parameters related to boat performance.

S.2: POLARPLOT TWS 3 m/s to 12 m/s

The traditional polar curve. Boat speed shown as a function of wind speed (different coloured 
curves) and sailing direction.

Below the graph on the left, the predicted boat speed in tabular form, and on the right, the
apparent wind speed in knots (kn), for different values of true wind speed and true wind angle. The
apparent wind values are useful when assessing sail carrying capacity and durability, as they
determine the pressure on the sails.

S.3: TARGET SPEED

The vertical axis is the target boat speed, the horizontal axis is the actual wind speed. The red line
represents upwind sailing and the blue line downwind.

Below the graph, in tabular form, the best angle and speed in different winds, left for upwind and
right for downwind. TWA is the true wind angle, AWA is the apparent wind angle, VMG is the boat
speed directly upwind or downwind.

The right side of the graph shows typical, average values for the boat.

S.4: APP. WIND SPEED vs. APP. WIND ANGLE

The graph shows the relationship between relative wind speed and angle for different real wind 
speeds. This information is useful for the racing sailor (and sailmaker), for example when making sail
choices.

The tables below show the same target speed outputs as on the previous page.

S.5: APP. WIND SPEED vs. TRUE WIND ANGLE 

Thick curve in red: On top of the AWS/TWA graph, the limiting angles of the spinnaker or gennaker (on
the horizontal axis) and the corresponding relative wind speed (on the vertical axis) are shown, with the
true wind speed as a parameter. The graph shows the angle at which the spinnaker or genoa can be 
sailed in different winds, or when it should be raised. The limiting angle depends on many factors, such
as the height/width ratio of the spinnaker, the average width of the spinnaker (SHWratio), the allowed
angle of heel (Heel Limit), or the maximum allowed relative wind force (AWS Limit).

Below the graph on the left, the limits for the use of the spin anchor in different winds: True Wind Angle
(TWA), apparent wind speed (AWS), and Heel Angle (HW). On the right, tabular downwind targets.

S.6: STATISTICS

The last page shows how your boat ranks against the other 7,500 boats in our database. On the
horizontal axis is the numerical value of the parameter, your boat's value is found at the top in the
blue box. On the vertical axis (Count) is the number of boats found with that value - a low Count 
means your boat is less common in that feature, a high Count means it is more common. 

Sail to wetted area ratio upwind: Sail to wetted area ratio upwind: Sail area to wetted area ratio
upwind. A large sail area means better speed, especially in lighter winds less than 4-5 m/s. 

Sail to wetted area ratio downwind: the ratio of sail area to wet surface area downwind. A large
sail area means better speed, especially in lighter winds of less than 4-5 m/s.

Displacement to Length ratio: the ratio of displacement (boat weight) to waterline length. This
reflects the "sportiness" of the boat and its tendency to surf (DLR < 150) or even plane (DLR < 100).
Racing boats are often in the 150-200 range, with the majority of boats in the 200-250 range. DLR >
250 is often referred to as heavy displacement.

Motion Comfort ratio: The vast majority of boats fall between 20 and 40. Numbers below 20
indicate a lightweight racing boat; 20 to 30 indicates a coastal cruiser; 30 to 40 indicates a moderate
bluewater cruising boat; 50 to 60 indicates a heavy bluewater boat; and over 60 indicates an
extremely heavy bluewater boat
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